
ANKARA: Turkey’s annual inflation rate surged
Friday above 20 percent-its highest in three years-
although the main opposition leader accused offi-
cials of hiding the true scale of the country’s cur-
rency crisis. The nation of 84 million has seen the
lira plunge in value and consumer prices soar as
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan sets off on a risky
strategy to revive his sagging approval numbers
ahead of an election due by 2023.

The powerful Turkish leader-a lifelong opponent
of high interest rates-has installed loyalists at the
central bank who share his unorthodox vision that
high borrowing costs cause inflation instead of
slowing it down.

The bank has lowered its benchmark interest rate
by four percentage points since September in a bid
to stimulate lending and exports-driven growth.
Most central banks around the world are raising or
considering raising rates to ward off a worrying
wave of inflation caused by factors related to the
coronavirus pandemic.

The price of Erdogan’s gamble became more
apparent when Turkey’s state statistics agency
released monthly data showing the annual infla-
tion rate reaching 21.31 percent-more than four
times the government target. An official break-
down showed the price of bread and some meat
products rising by between 30 and 50 percent in
the past year.

The figures and an accompanying downgrade of
Turkey’s outlook by the ratings agency Fitch pushed
the lira back toward historic lows. The Turkish cur-
rency has lost more than 45 percent of its value
against the dollar since the start of the year.

But opposition leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu
accused the state statistics agency of “fabricating”
the numbers to hide the true impact of the govern-
ment’s policies on daily lives.

“We came here today to obtain healthy data,” he
told a swarm of reporters while trying to enter the
statistics agency’s main office in the capital Ankara
for a meeting with its managers.

He was turned away by security guards. “This
is no longer a state institution but a palace institu-
tion,” he said in reference to Erdogan’s presiden-
tial complex.

Worse than 2018 
Some economists are also starting to question

the reliability of Turkey’s official data. The figures
released Friday showed consumer prices last
month rising by 3.5 percent from those recorded
in October. The lira lost about 30 percent against
the dollar over the same stretch. “That makes no
sense in my mind,” emerging market economist
Timothy Ash of BlueBay Asset Management
remarked in a note.

“I have serious doubts about the accuracy of the
inflation series now. I have trusted (the statistics
agency) up until now. Sad if that no longer is the
case.” Turkey’s currency crisis is now more acute
than one it experienced during a diplomatic stand-
off with then US president Donald Trump in 2018.

The central bank responded that time around by
sharply raising borrowing costs. But analysts
believe that Erdogan is more determined this time
around to keep rates down to push the annual
growth rate to more than 10 percent-a target he

regularly mentions at various political rallies.

Outlook ‘negative’ 
Most economists believe this policy is unsustain-

able and warn of the dangers of a run on the banks
should Turks’ confidence in the government erode
any further. Fitch Ratings cited a “deterioration in
domestic confidence, reflected in a sharp deprecia-
tion of the Turkish lira” as it lowered the outlook for
Turkey’s sovereign rating to “negative”. The Capital
Economics consultancy said it expected the annual
inflation rate to peak at around 25-30 percent in the
next few months. Turkey had been a foreign

investors’ darling throughout the first decade of
Erdogan’s 19-year rule.

The economy steamed ahead at historic rates
and Erdogan enjoyed a broad wave of support. But
investors began losing confidence after Erdogan’s
policies became more erratic and his crackdown on
political opponents in the wake of a failed coup
attempt in 2016 became more severe.

The Council of Europe-the continent’s top
human rights body-said Friday it will launch
infringement proceedings against Turkey for refus-
ing to free a prominent activist who has been in jail
without a conviction for four years. — AFP 
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ANKARA: Turkey’s annual inflation rate surged Friday above 20 percent. 

Turkey’s annual inflation rate
surges as currency crisis bites

Prices of bread and some meat products rose nearly 50% over a year

Q’go launches flights 
for flyadeal from 
Kuwait to Riyadh
KUWAIT: Q’go Group for Tourism and Travel
Agencies announced, in a special ceremony organized
at Symphony Style Hotel, the inauguration of opera-
tional flights for Flyadeal  Airlines, the economic arm
of Saudi Airlines in Kuwait, by operating a flight from
Riyadh to Kuwait in the initial stage. The announce-
ment was made by General Manager of Q’go Group
for Travel and Tourism Agencies Robert Hayek and
Chief Commercial Officer and Head of Customer
Service at flyadeal Airlines Ahmed Abdulkarim in the
presence of a large number of representatives of trav-
el agencies and travel and tourism officials.

On this occasion, Hayek, said: “We are very
pleased to cooperate with flyadeal, the most powerful
company in the air transport industry in the Middle
East. The exchange between the two parties enhances
the position of “Q’go” as one of the leading local com-
panies with more than 35 years of experience in man-
aging operations of local, regional and international
airlines. He pointed out that “QGo”‘s the exclusive
representation and the eighth representation of inter-
national airlines in Kuwait within the company’s strat-
egy to collaborate and associate only with the best.

He added, “Our celebration today coincides with
the second anniversary of changing the name of our
company from the Body Aviation Group to the Q’go
Group in November 2019. The Gulf Street was
adorned with our posters and slogans  —Body
Aviation Group Goes Global, We Became the Q’go
Group —, announcing the resumption of the compa-
ny’s journey towards achieving global leadership,” he
said. Strong and solid after the pandemic, flyadeal will
be the ideal and preferred Saudi carrier for travelers
wishing to attend activities, events, entertainment, cul-
tural and artistic programs in Riyadh.  Q’go’s focus on

providing tickets and offers for flyadeal will be char-
acterized by its attractive prices. Suitable for all and
different levels of travelers between the two countries,
it starts from 259 Saudi riyals from Riyadh to Kuwait
and KD 21.900 for trips from Kuwait to Riyadh. This
will be followed by the inauguration of new destina-
tions from Kuwait to the rest of the cities in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia according to promising
future expansion plans,” he added. He pointed to a
number of factors that would contribute to increasing
the demand for flyadeal for travelers from Kuwait, the
most important of which is the announcement of a
return to normal life in the country and easing of
coronavirus restrictions.

He concluded by revealing the launch of a compre-
hensive development plan for Q’go Online Group
website in line with the latest digital technologies,
providing integrated services that help the Kuwaiti
and resident traveler choose the most suitable for
planning their trips and enjoying competitive prices. 

Chief Commercial Officer and Head of Customer
Service at flyadeal Ahmed Abdulkarim said that the
opening of the new Kuwait destination and its addi-
tion to the company’s network of flights and destina-
tions, which after the new addition amounted to 15
domestic and international destinations, is a milestone
event. It comes as an extension of the continuous suc-
cesses of flyadeal and its endeavor to achieve the

goals of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030 that supports the
national civil aviation strategy through the expansion
of its local and regional flights network in order to
keep pace with the rapid growth in the air transport
industry market in the Kingdom and the region. Its
efforts to connect the Kingdom with the outside world
with economic flights offer various travel options at
competitive prices.

He added that the launch of the new destination to
Kuwait will contribute to strengthening the bonds of
relations between the people of the two brotherly
countries. He noted that the Kuwait destination is the
company’s second international destination as the
Dubai station was inaugurated in July. 

At the conclusion of his speech, Abdul Karim high-
lighted the company’s achievements, explaining that it
had successfully transported nearly 13 million passen-
gers on 86,000 flights since the beginning of its oper-
ations about four years ago until today. These num-
bers and statistics are unprecedented at the level of
emerging airlines globally confirming the merit of the
company and its employees in obtaining the title of
the strongest emerging airline in the region and the
Middle East.  Revealing the company’s ambitious
future expansion plan in the Asia Pacific region and
the Americas, he said the company expects to trans-
port around 85 million passengers a year from 200
different destinations in the world by 2030.

KUWAIT: Robert Hayek (second right) and Ahmed Abdulkarim (second left) during the announcement.

Ooredoo Kuwait
rewards customers
with end of year
offers, benefits
KUWAIT: In continuation of its successful
journey in its efforts to enrich its customers’
digital experiences and in celebration of the
end of the year, Ooredoo Telecom, the first
to introduce innovative digital services in
Kuwait, launched an exclusive offer on its
Shamel Pro 45 postpaid plan.

The exclusive Shamel Pro 45 postpaid
plan offer enables Ooredoo Kuwait cus-
tomers to walk away with two devices from
the iPhone13 family by choosing two of the
same model or two different iPhone13 mod-
els which are; iPhone13, iPhone13 Mini,
iPhone13 Pro, and iPhone13 Pro Max.
Furthermore, subscribers will also enjoy
other benefits such as non-stop calls, non-
stop 5G internet, non-stop roaming inter-
net, unlimited YouTube and Social Media,
gift vouchers as well as a 50 percent dis-
count on a second voice line and 50 per-
cent discount on a data line. 

Ooredoo Kuwait affirmed its keenness to
continue developing offers that aim to
extend customers with qualitative, unparal-
leled experiences in line with its vision of
driving digital transformation and enriching
people’s digital lives. The company is also
keen to provide its customers with the best,
most advanced, and efficient digital solu-
tions and products. 

Kuwait’s Optimize
App acquires
Panda Media
KUWAIT: Kuwait-based OptimizeApp, a plat-
form that helps marketers intuitively launch, man-
age and track all their social media campaigns in
one app, yesterday announced i t  has ful ly
acquired Panda Media, a Kuwait-based online
education company focused on entrepreneurs.
The company’s new offering will provide local
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and
entrepreneurs with exclusive educational market-
ing courses and materials that focus on e-com-
merce growth and digital advertising. The courses
and materials will be available on multiple plat-
forms, including YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat
and podcasts, in addition to its native platform,
‘OptimizeApp’, available on the App Store and
Google Play Store.

CEO and Founder of OptimizeApp, Bader
Alkazemi, said: “It’s challenging for local busi-
nesses, especially those in the MENA region, to
find locally relevant and accessible expertise to
leverage the power of digital and social media
marketing. We believe adding Panda Media’s
unique and locally-relevant content-creation
model and capabilities to our existing offering
creates a solution that overcomes this challenge
and enables businesses to grow faster and retain
that knowledge within their markets. We welcome
Panda Media to our family and look forward to
our people working together as one team to help
local entrepreneurs realize their dreams.” 

As a result of the acquisition, Panda Media will
now operate entirely under the OptimizeApp
name. OptimizeApp has retained Panda Media’s

existing team and services, while its founder, Eid
Almujaibel, will now serve as OptimizeApp’s new
Co-Founder and Chief Marketing Officer. 

Newly-appointed CMO and Co-Founder of
OptimizeApp, Eid Almujaibel, said: “We’re very
excited about the potential growth of digital mar-
keting in the region and we found the right part-
ner in OptimizeApp. Making our courses accessi-
ble to everyone has been the cornerstone of
Panda Media’s growth strategy since inception,
and our acquisition by OptimizeApp accomplish-
es just that. With a similar target audience and an
overlapping user base, joining forces seemed like
a natural fit. We are confident that our move
under the OptimizeApp umbrella will add value to
our users and strengthen the digital landscape in
the Gulf and the wider region.” 

Optimize Advertising & Marketing Company
WLL (OptimizeApp) is a platform that enables
brands and entrepreneurs to intuitively launch,
manage and track all their social media cam-
paigns in one place without requiring technical
know-how. The company is headquartered in
Kuwait and currently serves customers across
six markets: Kuwait, UAE, KSA, Bahrain, Qatar
and Oman. 

A close look at new 
Huawei nova 9 
exquisite design 
KUWAIT: Smartphones are a part of our daily
lives. We use them for everything from basic things
like making calls and sending text messages to
shooting pictures and other even more complex
tasks. In short, people’s lives revolve around these
tiny gadgets. It is no wonder that smartphone users
are becoming more conscious about the designs of
their phones. So, people want what they hold and
use in their hands in front of everyone to have an
eye-catching design. 

It seems like Huawei has answered their wish
with the new Huawei nova 9, the Trendy Flagship
and Camera King. Now let’s talk about the design of
the phone. 

Huawei nova 9 - Colour No 9
First of all, there is an all-new colourway called

Colour No 9. Huawei uses the proprietary Starry
Flash AG Glass process to achieve the bluish-purple
finish. The texture of the glass reacts differently
depending on the angle and type of light. While
under normal lighting, the texture appears as a gen-
tle gradient; the whole back of the phone shines
with vivid and colourful sparkles under a spotlight.
Besides the look, it also makes the phone comfort-
able to hold and fingerprint resistant.

The phone features an expansive 6.57-inch dis-
play. It has a fast refresh rate of 120Hz, which makes
everything on the screen smooth and fluid. The top
and bottom bezels on the phone are thin and incon-
spicuous. The sides of the screen are curved and
flow over like a waterfall. The only thing you will
notice on the front of the screen is a little cut-out

for the front camera. But even that blends in as part
of the design.

Huawei nova 9 is not a phone that skimps on fea-
tures. It even comes with a massive battery.
Regardless, the phone is quite slim, measuring only
7.77mm thick. The approximate weight of the
device is 175g, which is way less than most other
phones on the market today. The edges of the phone
are curved, making the phone easy to hold and use
with one hand.

But there are more than enough things that put it
in a league of its own. The camera module has a lit-
tle more emphasis this time. The design of the cam-
era system has the Star Orbit Ring design. The nova
ring emblem on it helps highlight it even more. The
camera module’s design follows the nova series’
design legacy without sticking too much to the past.

Huawei nova 9 is one of the best phones you can
find at the price point. It is a device that gives equal
importance to performance and style. The phone
manages to look good while packing in all the cool
and solid features, like the 50MP Ultra Vision AI
Quad camera, a 4300mAh battery that supports
66W Huawei SuperCharge, in addition to the
visionary Super Device and EMUI 12 features. Now
that you know this, you already know which phone
you should get this year. 


